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Abstract 

 

In this work, different protocols based on MD simulation and MM-PB/GBSA were evaluated and 

compared for their ability to predict relative binding energies for nine ligands 

of Bcl-xL, a protein involved in the inhibition of apoptosis in many cancer cells through a PPI mechanism.  

Five of the ligands considered were derived by X-ray structures available in PDB (2YXJ, 2YK6, 3ZLO, 

3ZLN and 3ZLR), while three (3Z1B, 3ZC4, 3ZC5) were reconstructed by molecular modelling, in these 

cases editing the crystallographic ligand by MOE. Starting from crystallographic structures, water and 

not-ligand and not-protein residues were removed, missing residues were reconstructed, and the 

complex was energy minimized using MOE software. After, MD was performed using Amber with either 

ff14SB or ff99SB and either HPC or GPU in tree steps: minimization, equilibration and production. MM-

PB/GBSA was then used to compute binding energies by using a hybrid approach in which a limited 

number of explicit water molecules ( 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡 < 100 with ∆𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡=10), selected from the trajectory by the 

cpptraj “closest” command, were combined with implicit solvation using either the forth, eighth or twelfth 

nanosecond of simulation. For MM-GBSA, several GB models and atomic radii combinations were 

tested: mbondi and igb=1, mbondi2 and igb=5, mbondi2 and igb=8 and mbondi3 and igb=8. It was 

concluded that the parameters that provide the best balance between calculation time and correlation 

coefficient are: ff14SB in HPC, using the forth nanosecond to perform MM-GBSA calculations with 

mbondi3 and igb=8. 

 

Key words: hybrid solvation approach, MM-PBSA, MM-GBSA, Bcl-xL, closest command, 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡 
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Resumo 

 

Neste trabalho, avaliaram-se e compararam-se vários protocolos baseados em simulações MD e em 

MM-PB/GBSA com base na sua capacidade de prever energias livres de ligação relativas para quatro 

ligandos de Bcl-xL, uma proteína que, através de um mecanismo PPI, inibe a apoptose em células 

cancerosas. Cinco dos ligandos considerados derivaram-se de estruturas de Raio-X 56 presentes no 

PDB (2YXJ, 2YK6, 3ZLO, 3ZLN and 3ZLR), enquanto que os outros três (3Z1B, 3ZC4, 3ZC5) 

reconstruiram-se por modelação molecular, nestes casos mudando o ligando cristalográfico no  MOE. 

Partindo das estruturas cristalográficas, removeram-se água e resíduos que não pertencessem à 

proteína ou ao ligando, reconstruíram-se resíduos em falta e minimizou-se a energia do complexo 

usando o software MOE. Depois, executou-se MD usando Amber com ou ff99SB ou ff14SB e HPC ou 

GPU em três passos: minimização, equilíbrio e produção. Usou-se em seguida MM-PB/GBSA para 

calcular energias de ligação através da utilização de uma abordagem de solvatação híbrida na qual um 

número limitado de moléculas de água ( 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡 < 100 com ∆𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡=10), selecionadas da trajectória pelo 

comando “closest” do cpptraj, combinaram-se com solvatação implícita usando o quarto, oitavo ou o 

décimo segundo nanosegundo de simulação. Para os cálculos MM-GBSA, testaram-se muitas 

combinações de modelos GB e raios atómicos: mbondi e igb=1, mbondi2 e igb=5, mbondi2 e igb=8 e 

mbondi3 e igb=8. Concluiu-se que os parâmetros que proporcionam um melhor equilíbrio entre tempo 

de cálculo e coeficiente de correlação são: ff14SB em HPC, usando o quarto nanosegundo para 

executar cálculos MM-GBSA com mbondi3 e igb=8. 

 

Palavras-chave: abordagem de solvatação híbrida, MM-PBSA, MM-GBSA, Bcl-xL, comando closest, 

𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Protein-protein interactions (PPI's)  

 

Communication between cells is often performed based on protein-protein interactions (PPI). In fact, 

many physiological processes of life are regulated by interactions between different proteins. Inside an 

organism, protein-protein interactions form a huge and complex network called interactome. It is 

estimated that from these, about 650000 interactions modulate human life and are involved in important 

functions like signal transduction, immune response, transcription among others. Consequently, any 

deregulation in this network induce a disease state which makes the production of drugs targeting 

proteins involved in these interactions a particularly interesting therapeutic area.[1] 

There have been references to interactions between proteins since around 1920 with the predicted 

interaction between enzyme trypsin and one protein inhibitor. Since then, there were many 

breakthroughs[2] as, for instance, the determination of 3D structure of myoglobin by X-ray crystallography 

in 1959[3] which permitted to gain new insights about allostery and laid the underground to understand 

quaternary structures.[2] 

In 1978, a modelling algorithm was used for protein-protein docking for the first time and in 1982 NMR 

was used for the first time to discover the 3D structure of proteins. However, only in 1999 the expression 

“interactome” was used for the first time and finally in 2000, the first systematic PPI interaction maps 

were built.[2] 

Since then and until now, there have been a considerable amount of experiments related with PPIs.[2] 

Improvements in molecular biology, interest of many laboratories to research about PPIs as well as 

many genome-scale analysis of PPIs in several organisms led to an enormous amount of data that has 

been used to clarify many biological pathways, protein functions and diseases associated to 

deregulation of these pathways.[1] 

All this information has been organized in many databases such as Biomolecular Interaction Networks 

(BIND), Database of interacting proteins (DIP), Molecular interaction (MINT), Mammalian Protein-

protein Interaction (MIPS), etc..[2] 

Some proteins interact in a transient way and others interact in a obligatory way, being able to maintain 

an interaction for longer periods of time. Affinity in PPIs may also vary, having a range that goes from 

milimolar to picomolar. Despite these variations, all PPIs have usually one common feature: have a high 

degree of specificity for their partners. At this point, it may not be clear what are the factors that 

determine whether there is affinity, specificity or selectivity between two proteins, but it was found that 

the most determinant factor of this interaction is molecular interface. In fact, molecular interface also 

influences the regulatory mechanism of biological pathways. In other words, this knowledge is of 

paramount importance to design and discover new drugs with the objective of modulating these 

pathways. [1] 

Contact surface depends on which molecules are interacting. For instance, contact surface between 

proteins is often large, ranging from a 1000 to 4000 Å2; the average contact surface goes from 1200 to 

2000 Å2 and minor contact surfaces, such as those of complexes of low stability, go from 1150 to 1200 
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Å2. On the other hand, large surfaces (2000 – 4600 Å2) are observed in proteases and between G-

proteins and other components of signal transduction system. Targeting PPIs by small molecules can 

be challenging. First of all, contact surfaces areas cannot exceed values around 300 and 1000 Å2. [1] 

Moreover, while the interaction between a ligand at the catalytic site of a protein generally occurs in well-

defined pockets, PPIs interaction interfaces are usually flat. This is the reason why proteins involved in 

PPIs were, for a long time, not considered as good candidates for drug development/design. Fortunately, 

nowadays this idea has been left behind and there are drugs in clinical trials for this purpose. Another 

feature that should be also taken into consideration is that PPI interfaces are normally hydrophobic. [1] 

Not all parts of the protein interface of the interaction contribute equally. Only certain spots are 

responsible of keeping the proteins together and thus, these spots contribute the most to free energy of 

binding. These spots are called hot spots and, in fact, are less than half of the total interface area. An 

amino acid, to be considered a hot spot, must conduce to a reduction in free binding energy of at least 

2 kcal mol-1 when substituted by alanine. But what make these spots really important is that designing 

compounds to interact with them might prevent protein-protein interaction.[1] 

In Figure 1, it is possible to see an example of a procedure which may be followed for drug design. 
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Figure 1 Possible sequence of steps involved in drug design (image obtained from reference [1]). 

 

The first step is to predict if the two proteins interact. This may be obtained either using computational 

resources, assuming that the structure of the individual proteins is known, or experimentally, using in 

this case yeast two-hybrid method, co-immunoprecipitation, pull-down assay, protein chip- or mass 

spectrometry-based assays. [1] 

Given the importance of the presence of hot spots referred previously, it is easy to understand that 

finding these spots is the second step of designing a new drug. This step may be performed either in 

laboratory or taking advantage of computational resources. Many laboratorial techniques may be 

followed to study the referred contact surface. Among them, those which have proved to be more useful 

are structural biology, X-ray crystallography, NMR and site-directed mutagenesis.[1]  

After, the lead compound is designed, this compound must be tested in laboratory, followed by preclinical 

and toxicology reports for a New Drug Application (NDA) and, finally approval by Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA). Optimization step will be explained in greater detail hereafter. [1] 

During the process, docking is a strategy that may be used. Docking is the process that computationally 

predicts ligand orientation and its possible conformations and it is really important since it allows to 
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model the protein complex, screen hot spots in the interface and screen small molecules that bind to 

that interface. This concept may be explored in greater detail in Sable et al., since it goes beyond the 

scope of the present thesis.[1] 

 

1.2 Application of PPIs in treatment of cancer  

 

Many genes have been reported to the development of cancer. [4], [5], [6]., [7] Initially, cancer research was 

focused on studying individual genes or loci and consequently was not very successful. But now, it has 

been made a systematic investigation of cancer proteins which is able to provide information for 

uncovering the molecular mechanisms beneath several types of cancer and that provided much more 

promising results.[8]  Using this approach, Ergun et al., 2007[9], used integrated knowledge of genetic 

modifiers, expression dynamics and protein interaction network to distinguish between aggressive and 

non-aggressive prostate cancers and Chuang et al., 2007[10], used genetic panels to discover an 

approach to differentiate metastatic from non-metastatic tumors in breast cancer. In a study carried by 

Pall et al., 2006[11], significant differences were also observed between genes that are known to be 

mutated during cancer (cancer genes) from those which are known not to be mutated. Cancer genes 

generally interact with a higher number of proteins and consequently showed that due to this, cancer 

proteins have a central role in protein networks. Another study, carried out by Jingchun et al.[12] 

supported not only the idea that cancer proteins have more connections than non-cancer proteins, but 

also showed that these proteins have a non-randomly distribution in the interactome and that cancer 

proteins interact strongly with each other. In 2012, Wu et al., proposed a new method called Network 

Gene Prioritizer (NGP) which was able to combine gene expression and network data to find genes 

related with breast and lung cancer. Furthermore, they were able to demonstrate that this method was 

better than the existing methods.[8]In conclusion, these studies support the idea that cancer is a disease 

that affects many pathways and also supports the idea that much of the information needed to 

understand these pathways are in the protein network.[10] 

One family of proteins that use to be unregulated during cancer is the Bcl-2 family. This is a family 

composed of apoptotic regulators. In this family, are included, not only pro-apoptotic proteins, such as 

BID, BIM, BAK, BAD, BAX, NOXA as well as anti-apoptotic proteins such as Bcl-2, Bcl-xL and Mcl-1. 

When there are no inhibitors, the anti-apoptotic proteins prevent apoptosis through formation of dimers 

with pro-apoptotic proteins and thus, blocking these proteins of functioning properly. Furthermore, is 

also known that Bcl-xL and Bcl-2 have very good binding affinities for BIM and BAD proteins but not for 

NOXA, however Mcl-1 has good affinity for NOXA but not for BIM or BAD, which might mean that these 

proteins are not redundant.[13] 

It was hypothesized that potent small molecules could bind to anti-apoptotic proteins, preventing them 

to form dimers and, consequently preventing them to inhibit apoptosis. During the work of Lessene et 

al.[13], the authors performed a research to discover powerful inhibitors of these proteins.[13] [14] 

 

1.3 Role of water in protein-protein interactions 
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Water molecules are known to form hydrogen bond networks between molecules in solution. As a result, 

water is a really important aspect to have in account in free binding energy prediction. 

In the beginning, it was considered that the presence of water in the binding interface was unfavorable 

to binding, because the entropic cost of trapping highly mobile water molecules was so high that it would 

be energetically more favorable to have an interface that left no space between the interacting protein 

and ligand. Consequently, it was believed that ligands designed to displace water molecules would be 

the most potent inhibitors. [15] 

However, many structural and thermodynamic data indicate that water may facilitate binding of proteins 

and ligands. In fact, water is a very versatile component since can function both as hydrogen bond donor 

and acceptor, almost does not impose steric constraints on bond formation and takes little space. So, it 

was reached the conclusion that despite the entropic cost of trapping water, sometimes this cost could 

be compensated by the energy gain of formation of hydrogen bonds. These hydrogen bonds include 

both hydrogen bonds between the ligand and the protein (hydrogen bridging) or hydrogen bond network, 

stabilizing the complex (Figure 2).[15] 

 

Figure 2 Scheme that shows how water may be involved in a binding site in which hydrogen bonds 

(broken lines) were positioned arbitrarily. This way, water may be majorly bound to the a) the protein, b 

the ligand (represented in grey), c) in the binding site or d) around the binding site (image obtained from 

reference [15]). 

 

This way, knowing the localization of these water molecules may consequently become important to 

evaluate the role of water in molecules. Much improvement has been reported, however there are still 

many limitations in observing water molecules: inconsistencies between experimental data and 

theoretical determination of water positioning are often observed and experimental time resolution is 

seldom good enough to observe hydrogen bonds. Besides, experimental methods to detect the 
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presence of water are very prone to interferences.[15]Several computational methods have been 

developed to mimic the role of water, as it will be explained in Role of water and in silico methods. 

1.4 Free energy of binding 

 

A major goal of structure-based drug design is to find a ligand with sufficient affinity to a macromolecule 

to be interesting. Free energy of binding is an effective way to measure binding strength.[16] 

Given the importance of PPIs, it is easy to understand that these interactions are tightly regulated. There 

are two types of factors affecting these kind of interactions: local concentration and intrinsic binding 

energy. The first is related with transcription and translation phenomena, subcellular localization and 

degradation rate. The latter, is related with modifications in structure caused by temperature, pH, 

interactions with new molecules, new covalent connections or changes in ionic strength.[17] 

There are several ways to quantify the best inhibitor: free energy of binding, affinity constant and 

minimum inhibitory concentration. Free energy is defined by the equation (1): 

𝛥𝐺 = 𝛥𝐻 − 𝑇𝛥𝑆 (1) 

 

Where ∆G is the free energy change, ∆H is enthalpy change, ∆S is entropy change and T is absolute 

temperature. This parameter measures if a certain process is spontaneous or not. In a constant pressure 

and temperature, Gibbs free energy becomes smaller if the process is spontaneous and suffers no 

change if the process is reversible.[18] 

Affinity constant is the equilibrium constant of the reaction: 

A+B->AB 

As it may be seen by equation (2): 

𝐾𝑎 =
[𝐴𝐵]

[𝐴][𝐵]
 (2) 

In which [𝐴𝐵] is the complex concentration, [𝐴] is the concentration of the compound A, [𝐵] is the 

concentration of compound B and 𝐾𝑎 the equilibrium constant. It should be noted that free energy of 

binding and equilibrium constant are related by the expression (3): 

∆𝐺 = −𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛(𝐾𝑎) (3) 

, where 𝑅 is the universal gas constant and 𝑇 the absolute temperature.[18] 

 

 

1.5 Prediction Methods 

 

In the beginning, to find ligands that modulate protein-protein interactions, thousands of samples had to 

be screened from natural products, which often resulted in a complicated[1], expensive and time-

consuming process[16]. Nowadays, it became possible to design the drugs that block these interactions, 

thus reducing the need of experimentally screening large chemical libraries.  

Moreover, the cost of drug creation and commercialization has increased significantly, as a result 

computational methods (in silico methods) have become increasingly used.[1] 

Many in silico methods may be used to study protein-protein interactions. There may be many objectives 

to use these methods. For instance, they may be used to predict hotspot residues, zones of the protein 
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that are in the interface, the structure of the complex protein-protein, binding pockets of ligands, if it is 

possible to use a drug whose target would be a certain binding pocket, to make comparison and 

clustering of PPI interfaces[2] or to make predictions of free energy of binding of a certain ligand. 

Free energy simulations (FES) has become an important tool in biophysics and have broad application 

including prediction of relative free energy of binding for drug design, prediction of solvation free 

energies on drug-like molecules or changes in free energy after a mutation in an amino acid of a protein. 

[19] 

In the earliest steps of drug discovery, one of the most wanted features is speed, since large libraries of 

existing compounds are often considered. After, the most interesting ligands are chosen and properties 

improved. In this stage, accuracy is very important. Finding an accurate computational method can 

reduce the need of making synthesis and experiments which can save both time and money.[20] 

One of the most used computational methods is docking, which allows a quite fast and reasonably 

accurate prediction of binding mode and affinity of moderately large chemical libraries.[16], [20]However, 

docking often uses empirical scoring functions to predicting binding affinities, thus it can be adequate 

for screening large libraries, but not for accurate predictions of free energies.[20] 

On the opposite side there are free energy perturbation, which require the alchemical transformation of 

one state (i.e. the ligand-receptor complex) to another state (i.e. the unbounded receptor) through a 

serie of unphysical intermediate states. These requirements make them very accurate but very 

expensive.[16] 

End-point methods represent a trade-off between accuracy and computational cost. From these, MM-

PBSA and MM-GBSA are popular methods to predict binding free energies. They use a combination of 

molecular mechanics energies and solvation energies (both discussed in greater detail later) obtained 

through the Poisson-Boltzmann or the generalized Born equations (electrostatic contribution) plus an 

apolar contribution proportional to the surface area. This method was developed in the late 90’s, 

reaching a high popularity since then, and has been used in several situations including protein design 

and protein-protein interactions.[16] 

Both absolute and relative binding free energies can be computed, but the latter are preferred in drug-

discovery applications and might lead to better correlation with experiments, especially in congeneric 

series, due to errors cancelling.[20] 

In this work, both the molecular dynamics (MD) and the computation of binding energies were made 

using the AMBER (Assisted Model Building with Energy Refinement) package, which includes: sander, 

program used to run simulations, pmemd, an improvement of sander, LeaP, software responsible for 

the generation of topology and coordinate files, antechamber, important in the creation of force fields 

for organic molecules, cpptraj, involved in analysis of trajectories, and mmpbsa.py used to make MM-

PBSA and MM-GBSA calculations.[21] 

 

1.5.1 Molecular Mechanics 

 

Molecular mechanics is based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, which states that the 

movement of electrons and nucleus are independent. This approximation is reasonable because the 
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mass of the nucleus is much bigger than the mass of electrons, therefore, if there is any movement of 

nucleus, electrons are able to adapt almost instantly. [22] Therefore, in Molecular Mechanics chemical 

bonds are considered as springs, whose movements are described by harmonic functions.  

Parameters such as atomic masses and charges, equilibrium bond lengths, angles and dihedrals as 

well as force constants are included in a force field. Current force fields focus on the description of 

protein systems and contain the parameters, obtained from experiments or from accurate quantum 

mechanics on small molecules thought to mimic the properties of proteins. These parameters are 

needed to compute the potential energy of a molecule[23], which is formed from tree components: the 

bonded energy, that includes bond stretching, angle bending and dihedral energy, the non-bonded 

energy, that includes van der Waals interactions and electrostatic interactions, and an improper term as 

it may be seen in equation (4). 

𝑈(𝑟𝑁) = 𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ + 𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑 + 𝐸𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑠 + 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑛 𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑠 + 𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 + 𝐸𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 (4) 

, where rN are the coordinates of the N particles. 

The component of bond stretching is obtained using the Hooke’s law and, consequently assumes that 

each bond between atoms behaves like a spring (5): 

𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ = ∑
𝑘𝑖

2
(𝑙𝑖 − 𝑙𝑖,0)

2

𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠

 (5) 

where 𝑘𝑖 is the bond force constant, 𝑙𝑖 is the bond length and 𝑙𝑖,0 the bond reference distance.  

This expression works well for bonds vibrating around an equilibrium length, when the deviation from 

this length is not too big, which is a reasonable approximation since it is needed a big amount of energy 

to compress or stretch considerably the bond. Yet, if there is necessity to take in account higher 

stretching (i.e. when simulating at high temperature), it should be used cubic and higher terms of the 

equation.[24] 

Energy from angle bending uses the same kind of equation used for bond stretching, but it refers to an 

angle of equilibrium and not a length of equilibrium (6):[24] 

𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑 = ∑
𝑘𝜃

2
(𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃𝑖,0)

2

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠

 (6) 

 

where 𝑘𝜃 is the valence angle force constant, 𝜃𝑖,0 the equilibrium angle and 𝜃𝑖 is the valence angle.  

Energy associated with dihedrals is obtained with a cosine series, but it is usually only considered the 

first two terms (7):[24]  

𝐸𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑠 = ∑
𝑉𝑛
2

(1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑛𝜔 − γ))

𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑠

 (7) 

 

where 𝜔 is the torsion angle, 𝑉𝑛 the barrier height, 𝑛 is the multiplicity, number of minimum points in the 

function as bond is rotated, and γ is the phase factor and determines the torsion angle for which the 

function reaches a minimum.[24] 

Van der Waals interactions are obtained through the Leonard-Jones potential (8): 
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𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑛 𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑠 = ∑ ∑ 4𝜀𝑖𝑗 [(
𝜎𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
)

12

− (
𝜎𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
)

6

]

𝑁

𝑗=𝑖+1

𝑁

𝑖=1

 (8) 

 

where ε𝑖𝑗 is the LJ well depth, 𝜎𝑖𝑗 the collision diameter, which means, the minimum interaction radius 

and 𝑟𝑖𝑗 the distance between atoms i and j.[24] 

Electrostatic interactions are described by the Coulomb's law, where 𝑞𝑖 and 𝑞𝑗 are partial atomic charges 

between atoms i and j, 𝜀0 is the dielectrical constant and 𝑟𝑖𝑗  the distance between atoms i and j: 

𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 = ∑ ∑
𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗

4𝜋𝜀0𝑟𝑖𝑗

𝑁

𝑗=𝑖+1

𝑁

𝑖=1

 (9) 

Improper term refers to energy related with atoms out of plane and it is described as follows (10): 

𝐸𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 = ∑
𝑘𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟

2
φ2

𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟

 (10) 

 

where 𝑘𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟 is the improper force constant, φ is the angle between a bond from the central atom 

and the plane constituted by the central atom and the other two atoms.[24] 

It should be noted that Molecular Mechanics is unable to predict properties that depend on electronic 

distribution of the molecule and is also unable to predict bond formation and break.[24] Obviously, the 

choice of the force field may significantly influence the quality of the results obtained. 

 

1.5.2 Molecular Dynamics 

 

The obtained potential energy is needed for the generation of the trajectory, which corresponds to the 

time evolution of a system on which a kinetic force is acting. Indeed, the trajectory is obtained by 

integrating the Newton's law of motion (11):[23] 

⃗⃗  ⃗𝐹 𝑖(𝑡) = 𝑚𝑖

𝑑2𝑟 𝑖(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡2
 (11) 

where 𝑚𝑖 corresponds to the mass of the particle, 𝑟𝑖⃗⃗ (𝑡) the position of the atom and 𝐹𝑖
⃗⃗ (𝑡) the force 

applied on the particle. On the other hand, we know that (12):[23] 

𝐹 𝑖(𝑡) = −
𝜕

𝜕𝑟 𝑖
𝑈(𝑟1, 𝑟2, … , 𝑟𝑁) (12) 

 

And so, it is possible to predict the movement of atoms solving the Newton law of movement numerically 

(13):[23]  

−
𝜕𝑈(𝑟𝑁)

𝜕⃗⃗  ⃗𝑟 𝑖
= 𝑚𝑖

𝑑2𝑟 𝑖
𝑑𝑡2

 (13) 

 

Many integrators may be used to solve this equation. The desired features of these integrators are: i) 

requires only one cycle of calculation of forces, which is an important feature since this calculation is the 

most computationally expensive; ii) remains stable even if relatively large 𝛥t are used; iii) is accurate; 
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iv) there is conservation of momentum and energy; v) shows time reversibility and vi) shows 

conservation of phase space volume, case in which it is called a symplectic.[23] 

Explanation of these integrators will not be given, since it goes beyond the scope of the present thesis. 

However, some of them may be consulted in (M.A. González, 2011). However this approach still has 

two problems: what are the initial positions and velocities. Initial positions are generally provided by the 

crystallographic structure. Initial velocities are usually given randomly by a Maxwellian distribution in the 

desired temperature and finally adjusted with the objectives of having zero angular momentum and in 

order to the center of mass velocity of the complete system.[23] 

Another aspect of simulations that should be discussed is the conditions in which the referred 

simulations are performed. They may be performed in constant volume, number of particles and 

temperature (conditions NVT) or constant number of particles, pressure and temperature (conditions 

NPT).[23] 

It is also needed to choose a suitable time step, since a tiny time step will result in very accurate 

simulations, however it will require a huge number of time steps. On the other hand, a huge time step 

will provoke large oscillations or even drifts in the energy or in extreme cases make simulation unstable. 

So, as a rule of thumb, it is advisable that 𝛥t should never be bigger than the mean time between 

collisions.[23] 

As final remark on dynamical simulations, it should be said that it is not possible to make accurate 

predictions of a trajectory for long simulations since the generation of trajectories is a non-deterministic 

one. Fortunately, the main interest in the trajectories are not the trajectories themselves but the 

prediction of physical properties based on them such as binding free energy. [23] 

 

1.5.3 Periodic boundary conditions 

 

Simulations could be run in vacuum. Nevertheless, this approach would not take into consideration the 

presence of a solvent. Unfortunately, it is usually more interesting bulk properties of solids or liquids, so 

boundary conditions must be considered. It is possible to use rigid walls, nonetheless the barrier effects 

might lead to misleading results. Unless, these are the effects in study periodic boundary conditions 

(PBC) must be considered. When PBC are considered, the system is composed by the main cell or 

simulation box, whose molecules are the only ones considered explicitly, and an infinite number of 

replicas of the referred cell. Every time a molecule of solvent leaves the cell a new solvent molecule 

enters in the opposite side of the cell.[23] 

Size of the box is an important aspect to consider since the box must be sufficient large to take into 

account long rage interactions but if it is too big might increase computational cost.[23] 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5.4 Minimization of energy 
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A minimization is performed using algorithms that allow finding the closest stable conformation. This 

allowed relieving strains presents in the actual conformation. Obviously minimizing energy is not a 

straightforward process, consequently it is needed to use some algorithms that grant this.[25] 

There are many methods to obtain energy minimization, however only two were used in this work: 

steepest descent and conjugate gradient. In the method steepest descent, in each step the displacement 

is proportional, but with opposite direction to potential energy gradient. The step size decreases if energy 

becomes lower and increases otherwise.[25] It is simple, easy to apply, reliable and each iteration is fast. 

However, the convergence is very slow and that is why some other methods are preferred, like conjugate 

gradient.[26] Conjugate gradient uses the same values used in steepest descent, but also uses the 

direction of previous minimization steps. This allows to obtain a better progression to the minimum and, 

thus requires less steps to obtain the minimum with the required precision.[25] 

 

1.5.5 MM-PBSA and MM-GBSA analysis 

 

As already referred, the main motivation to generate trajectories is to use them to predict properties of 

the molecules such as free energy of binding. Many methods may be used, among them MM-PBSA and 

MM-GBSA represent a good trade-off between accuracy and computational cost.[21] 

Since free energy of binding of the solvated complex is very hard to calculate directly, the following 

equation is used (14):[21] 

𝛥𝐺𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑,𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣
0 = 𝛥𝐺𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑,𝑣𝑎𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑚

0 + 𝛥𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣,𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥
0 − 𝛥𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣,𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑑

0 − 𝛥𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣,𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑟
0  (14) 

, where 𝛥𝐺𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑,𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣
0  represents free energy of binding of the complex in solvated media, 𝛥𝐺𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑,𝑣𝑎𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑚

0
 

represents free energy of binding of the complex in vacuum, 𝛥𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣,𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥
0  is free energy of solvation of 

the complex, 𝛥𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣,𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑑
0  is free energy of solvation of the ligand and 𝛥𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣,𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑟

0
 is free energy of 

solvation of the receptor. Figure 3 show these energies in a clear way.[21] 
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Figure 3 – Representation of the calculation method used to obtain free energy of binding in solvated 

media (image obtained from reference [21]). 

 

It should be noted that, although, theoretically, with a view of solving this calculation it would be needed 

not only the trajectory from the complex, but also from the receptor and the ligand, actually the last two 

were not used because it would increase considerably the computational work required and the 

uncertainties associated to the use of many single trajectories.[27] When only the trajectory  of the 

complex is used and atoms belonging to the ligand or atoms belonging to the protein are eliminated 

according to the calculation used it is called one-average MM-PBSA. When it is used tree trajectories, 

one for the ligand, one for the protein and one for the complex, it is called three-average MM-PBSA. 

This last approach must be used when the effect in the structure of the ligand and the protein upon 

ligand binding is significant.[16] 

It is also known that (15) [21] 

𝛥𝐺𝑣𝑎𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑚
0 = 𝛥𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑠

0 − 𝑇𝛥𝑆𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑠
0  (15) 

Entropy contribution causes problems, because if this parameter is calculated, it increases significantly 

standard deviation of the method, but if it is not calculated, the equation of calculation of free energy of 

binding is not being used. During this work, entropy was not calculated, but the error commited is 

acceptable because what is being calculated is a difference of free energies (relative free energies). 

Since the entropy of both states (bound and unbound) is considered to not have a significant difference, 

the difference between them is considered to be sufficient small to not influence significantly the 

results.[27] 

 

1.5.6 Role of water and in silico methods 

 

A both accurate and computationally cheap prediction of solvent environment is paramount to achieve 

a realistic biomolecular modelling. 
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Several approaches have been used to mimic the role that water has in reality. Implicit solvation has 

gained popularity over the last two decades and now is arguably the most popular method. When using 

this method solvent molecules are substituted by a continuum media with a constant dielectric 

constant.[28] 

This way, in typical implicit solvation: (16):[21] 

𝛥𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣
0 = 𝐺𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐,𝜀=80

0 − 𝐺𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐,𝜀=1
0 + 𝛥𝐺ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑐

0  (16) 

where the solvation effect may be divided into polar (𝐺𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐,𝜀=80
0 − 𝐺𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐,𝜀=1

0 ) and nonpolar 

components (𝛥𝐺ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑐
0 ). PB method is often used to predict the polar component of solvation effect 

and dielectric constants are switched between a high value for the solvent ( 𝐺𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐,𝜀=80
0 ) and a low 

value for the solute (𝐺𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐,𝜀=1
0 ).[29] Generalized Born (GB) model may also be used to determine 

this polar component, mainly when simplicity is the most wanted feature, however, GB provides a less 

accurate analytical expression for electrostatic solvation energy.[28] On the other hand, both 

𝐺𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐,𝜀=80
0  and 𝐺𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐,𝜀=1

0  may be calculated by the expression: 

𝐺𝑃𝐵(𝐺𝐵)(𝑋) =
1

2
∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗𝑔𝑖𝑗

𝑃𝐵(𝐺𝐵)

𝑖,𝑗⋲𝑋
 (17) 

, where 𝑞𝑖 and 𝑞𝑗 are the atomic charges and 𝑔𝑖𝑗
𝑃𝐵(𝐺𝐵)

 is an expression that depends if GB or PB model 

is used.[27] Also several kinds of Generalized Born model were used depending on the value of igb used. 

This variable determines the approximations used in the GB model and the value of the parameters 

used in each of these approximations.[30] 

The value of 𝛥𝐺ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑐
0  is usually considered proportional to accessible surface area (ASA) of the 

molecule.[27] This definition requires the presence of a probe, which is a water molecule considered as 

a sphere of radius 1.4 Å. The ASA is defined by the center of the probe as it rolls on the van der Waals 

surface of the molecule. [24] 

To calculate 𝐺𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐,𝜀=80
0  and 𝐺𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐,𝜀=1

0 , a definition that is important is that one of Dielectric 

Boundary (DB), a border defined by the dielectric equation that defines where dielectric constant is 

switched between the high values (solvent) and the low values (solute).[28] 

This method is able to provide reasonable results in terms of molecular structure, recognition and 

functional properties [31], but presents several problems, among them: does not clarify which dielectric 

constant of the solute should be used, does not clarify which DB is the most adequate and does not 

take into account ordered water molecules in the interface that have an important role in binding.[32] 

Given the importance of dielectric constant, many authors evaluated the impact of the internal dielectric 

constant (εin, solv) on correlation coefficient, but unfortunately the results did not lead to the discovery of 

a universal internal dielectric constant.[32] 

As already said, the definition of the solute/solvent dielectric boundary (DB) can greatly influence the 

quality of the results.[28] 

In the beginning implicit solvation, dielectric boundary was determined using van der Waals radii as 

defined in the force-field used for molecular dynamics and molecular mechanics calculations. Lately, 

some studies have proposed different sets of atomic radii optimized for PB or GB calculations (such as 
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the modified Bondi radii mbondi, mbondi2 or mbondi3). A carefully chosen set of atomic radii may 

improve considerably the estimation accuracy of solvation free energies and forces.[29] 

Implicit solvation avoids the need of calculating the interactions with solvent molecules explicitly by 

calculating the mean interactions between solute and solvent molecules; however, it is often inadequate 

when there are ordered water molecules at the interface.[31] 

An alternative to implicit solvation is represented by explicit solvation. Explicit solvent can provide a 

detailed effect of solvation, however it is very expensive computationally, not only because it involves a 

high number of water molecules, but also because it demands conformational sampling of the referred 

molecules.[29] Another issue with the use of explicit solvent is that trajectories are often generated taking 

into account the interactions with explicit water molecules, but solvation free energy is often calculated 

taking only into account the mean interactions between solute and solvent molecules (using only the 

dielectric constants as in implicit solvation) leading this way to an inconsistency because simulations 

and energy calculations do not use the same energy function.[16] 

During this work, it was used a technique that combine implicit and explicit solvation by selecting a 

limited number of water molecules that are, in each frame of the trajectory, closest to the ligand center 

mass, on several ligands of Bcl-xL, a protein involved in protection of many cancer cells from apoptosis. 

This process is relatively easy, does not lead to a significant increase in terms of calculation time and it 

has been used before with promising results.[32] 
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2. Scope of the thesis 

 

The aim of this work was to optimize a protocol to predict the relative free energy of binding of several 

Bcl-xL ligands. The quality of prediction was evaluated by correlating computed energies with 

experimental binding affinities (IC50).[13]It should be noted that it would have been preferable to use the 

affinity constant derived for the isolated protein, since this experimental model would have been more 

directly comparable to calculations, but those values were not reported. The ligands used for this 

optimization may be seen in Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6[13], while the different conditions we tested 

may be seen in Table 1. 

Table 1 – Conditions tested for protocol optimization. 

force field 
ff99SB 

ff14SB 

Simulator used 
GPU 

HPC 

Time used for MM-GBSA/ MM-PBSA 

4 ns 

8 ns 

12 ns 

Type of calculation used 
MM-PBSA 

MM-GBSA 

Atomic Radius and born solvation model 

GBHCT(igb=1), mbondi 

GBOBC(igb=5), mbondi2 

GBNeck2(igb=8), mbondi2 

GBNeck2(igb=8), mbondi3 

Number of water molecules Nwat=0 to 100 

 

About the number of water molecules chosen, it was evaluated the evolution of correlation coefficient 

between experimental and theoretical data using a number of water molecules (Nwat) from 0 to 100 with 

an interval of 10 (ΔNwat=10). 

These results allowed to show that correlation coefficient depends on the number of explicit water 

molecules chosen and to confirm that results also depend on other variables like force-field, simulator 

used, duration of simulation, atomic radii, etc. 
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Figure 4 Chemical structure of ligands 2YXJ, 3Z1A and 3Z1B. 
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Figure 5 Chemical struture of ligands 3ZC4, 3ZC5 and 3ZK6. 
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Figure 6 Chemical structure of ligands 3ZLN, 3ZLO and 3ZLR. 
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3. Methods 

 

A Molecular Dynamics simulation usually consists in the following steps:  

a) energy minimization, where the input geometry is relaxed accordingly to force-field specifications, 

driving it to a local minima on the potential energy;  

b) heating, where temperature is risen from 0K to the desired temperature (usually around 300K); 

c) equilibration, a step made to ensure the stability of the system ; 

d) production, the step that produce the data actually used for the post-processing analysis. 

 

The work included several phases: ligand parametrization, preparation of topology and coordinate files, 

running of MD simulations and doing MM-GBSA and MM-PBSA calculations. In all these stages, the 

complex used was composed of human Bcl-xL acting as the receptor and one ligand from those referred 

previously. 

 

3.1 Preparation of files and parametrization of charges  

 

In order to be submitted to an MD simulation, a system has to be described by two files: the topology 

and the coordinates files. The former contains information about atom types, atomic charges and the 

connectivity between atoms, while the latter contains information about the initial coordinates of each 

atom. 

All ligands were taken from Lessene et al.[13]. 2YXJ, 3ZK6, 3ZLN, 3ZLO and 3ZLR were taken from 

crystal structures presents in PDB. 3Z1A, 3Z1B, 3ZC4 and 3ZC5 were obtained by modifying the ligand 

present in crystal structure. 3ZK6, 3ZLN and 3ZLO had missing residues in the loop going from Ser32 

to Gly44 and consequently were rebuilt using the chain A of the crystal structure of 1YSI.pdb as a 

template. After, all complexes were capped with an Ace group at the N- terminus and a NHMe at the C- 

terminus, followed by protonation using the Protonate3D module of MOE.[33] The geometry was 

minimized using AMBER12EHT force field and Born solvation model, keeping fixed the backbone and 

ligand atoms. Ligand geometry was minimized using the MMFF94x force field and Born solvation, 

keeping the receptor atoms fixed. At last, a minimization of the complex was performed using 

AMBER12EHT force field and Born solvation model, keeping ligand atoms fixed. 

Force fields such as ff99SB and ff14SB were generated to describe mainly protein systems, therefore 

the parameters for the ligands, which are small organic molecules, have to be derived. The General 

AMBER Force Field (GAFF)[21], contains most of the structural parameters for this kind of molecules, 

but does not contain atomic charges.  

Therefore, the charges of the ligands atoms were derived using Antechamber and setting BCC-AM1 as 

the semi-empirical QM method. 

Finally, the topology and coordinate files were generating by tLeAP, by setting the desired force field 

and atomic radii set, uploading the ligands parameters and the previously prepared pdb files. The 

system was then neutralized by adding the proper amount of Na+ or Cl- ions and solvated with a TIP3P 

octahedric box of water with a distance of up to 10 Å from the solute. 
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3.2 Molecular Dynamics steps 

 

All molecular dynamics steps were carried using the pmemd module of Amber 14 package[34] on a 

workstation equipped by a GPU (pmemd.cuda) or on a traditional HPC environment (pmemd.MPI). 

Both ff99SB and ff14SB force fields were used. 

 

3.2.1 Minimization and equilibration steps 

 

In this work, the minimization was done in several steps:  

a) minimization of hydrogens in constant volume (V), restraining these atoms with a weight of 100.0 kcal 

mol-1 Å-2 for positional restraints. Minimization cycles were performed until the root-mean-square (RMS) 

of Cartesian elements was inferior to 0.01 kcal mol-1 Å-1 up to a maximum of 5000 cycles. After 1000 

steps of steepest descent, it was followed a maximum of 4000 steps of conjugate gradient. The initial 

step size considered was 0.01. The non-bonded cut-off used was 8.0 Å. 

 

b) minimization of water and ions. Minimization cycles were performed until the RMS of the Cartesian 

elements of the gradient was less than 0.1 kcal mol-1 Å-1 up to a maximum of 5000 cycles. After 2000 

cycles, minimization method was switched from steepest descent to conjugate gradient. A non-bonded 

cut-off of 8.0 Å was used. Protein, ligand and structural calcium, magnesium and zinc were restrained 

using 50.0 kcal mol-1 Å-2 for the weight of positional restraints. 

 

c) equilibration of the water box in conditions of constant quantity of molecules (N), constant volume (V) 

and a constant temperature (T) of 300 K, using 50000 steps of 0.002 ps each. Langevin dynamics was 

used with a collision frequency of 2.0 ps-1. A non-bonded cut-off of 8 Å was used. Bonds involving 

hydrogen were constrained by the SHAKE algorithm and omitted in force interactions. Protein, ligand, 

structural magnesium, structural calcium and structural zinc were restrained using a harmonic potential 

with 50.0 kcal mol-1 Å-1 of weight for the positional restraints. Seed for pseudo-random number generator 

chosen was -1. 

 

d) equilibration in conditions of constant number of molecules (N), pressure (P) and temperature (T). 

This step was executed at a constant temperature of 300 K in 50.000 MD steps of 0.002 ps each and 

with a pressure relaxation time 2.0 ps.  The seed for pseudo-random number generator was -1. Bond 

interactions involving hydrogen were omitted. On the other hand. hydrogen bond lengths were 

constrained using the SHAKE algorithm with a geometric tolerance for coordinate resetting of 0.0003 Å. 

Protein, ligand and structural zinc. magnesium and calcium were restrained using a harmonic potential  

and using a force constant of 25.0 kcal mol-1 Å-1.Langevin dynamics was used with a collision frequency 

of 2.0 ps-1. A non-bonded cut-off of 8 Å was used. Isotropic position scaling was used as well. 
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e) minimization of water, ions and side-chains; a restraint of 25.0 kcal/mol was applied on protein and 

ligand atoms. A maximum number of minimization cycles of 5000 was used in which after 2500 cycles, 

minimization method is switched from steepest descent to conjugate gradient. A stopping criteria was 

also used, in this way minimization stopped when the RMS of the Cartesian elements of the gradient 

was less than 0.1 kcal mol-1 Å-1. All calculations were performed in constant volume and with a non-

bonded cut-off of 8.0 Å. The initial step length was 0.01. 

 

f) total minimization; a restraint of 10.0 kcal/mol was applied on backbone atoms. Minimization stopped 

when RMS of Cartesian elements gradient was less than 0.1 kcal mol-1 Å-1 up to a maximum of 5000 

minimization cycles. After 2500 cycles, minimization method changed from steepest descent to 

conjugate gradient. Minimization was performed in constant volume. A non-bonded cut-off of 8.0 Å was 

used. Initial step length of 0.01 was used. 

 

g) Heating from 0 K to 50 K with a backbone restraint of 10 kcal mol-1 in constant volume. This step was 

performed in 10000 MD-steps with 0.0005 ps each. Langevin dynamics with the collision frequency of 

2.0 ps-1 was used. There was no pressure scaling. Aleatory variables were determined by a seed for 

pseudo-number generator of -1. A no-bonded cut-off of 8.0 Å was used. Bonds involving hydrogen were 

omitted and constrained by the SHAKE algorithm.  

 

h) Heating from 50 K to 100 K with a backbone restraint of 9 kcal mol-1. All the other parameters were 

set equal to those used in step g). 

 

i) Heating from 100 K to 150 K with a backbone restraint of 8 kcal mol-1. All the other parameters were 

set equal to those used in step g). 

 

j) Heating from 150 K to 200 K with a backbone restraint of 7 kcal mol-1. All the other parameters were 

set equal to those used in step g). 

 

k) Heating from 200 K to 250 K with a backbone restraint of 6 kcal mol-1. All the other parameters were 

set equal to those used in step g). 

 

l) Heating from 250 K to 300 K with a backbone restraint of 5 kcal mol-1. All the other parameters were 

set equal to those used in step g). 

 

m) MD simulation in NVT conditions for 100 ps, using a time step of 0.001 ps and using a backbone 

restraint of 5 kcal mol-1. All the other parameters were set equal to those used in step g). 

 

n) MD in NPT conditions for 200 ps and with a backbone restraint of 5 kcal mol-1. This step was 

performed in 100.000 MD steps with 0.002 ps each. Langevine dynamics were used with a collision 

frequency of 2.0 ps-1. Bonds involving hydrogen were omitted in force evaluation and constrained by the 
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SHAKE algorithm. Pressure relaxation time was considered to be 2.0 ps. Isotropic position scaling was 

used. Seed for pseudo-random number generation was the same as the previous steps and a non-

bonded cut-off of 8 Å was used. 

 

o) MD in NPT conditions during 100 ps and with a backbone restraint of 4 kcal mol-1 and with a time 

step of 0.002 ps. The rest of the parameters was set equal to those used in the n) step. 

 

p) MD in NPT conditions during 100 ps and with a backbone restraint of 3 kcal mol-1 and with a time 

step of 0.002 ps. The rest of the parameters was set equal to those used in the n) step. 

 

q) MD in NPT conditions during 100 ps and with a backbone restraint of 2 kcal mol-1 and with a time 

step of 0.002 ps. The rest of the parameters was set equal to those used in the n) step. 

 

r) MD in NPT conditions during 1000 ps and with a backbone restraint of 1 kcal mol-1 and with a time 

step of 0.002 ps. The rest of the parameters was set equal to those used in the n) step. 

 

These steps are very important because they allowed to increase the temperature of the system from 

0K to environmental temperature (300K) and stabilize the system for the following production run. 

 

3.2.2 Production steps 

 

The step of production was performed in NPT conditions: constant number of particles (N), constant 

pressure (P) and constant temperature (T) without any restraints. It was performed in 500.000 MD steps 

with 0.002 ps each. The rest of the parameters was set equal to those used in the n) step of minimization 

and equilibration steps. Since each step of production corresponds to 1 ns, production run corresponded 

to 12 steps (12 ns) in which each parameter was set equal to the values presented above. 

 

The step of production is very important since is this information that is used for MM-PBSA and MM-

GBSA analysis. 

 

3.3 Analysis of the complexes 

 

The complexes considered are very similar since the receptor is always Bcl-xL, and the only thing that 

changes is the ligand. Consequently it was possible to obtain quite acceptable maximum correlation 

coefficients in most of the experiences performed (48 tested analysis out of 62 had a R2
max>0,5). 

However this also means that the protocol that presented the best results in this set of complexes might 

not be the most suitable for a complex with a different receptor or a complex composed by the same 

receptor, but with a ligand very different from those tested. 

It should also be noted that some of these complexes were rebuilt by homology modeling, which is a 

reliable method when are missing two or three residues, but when are missing many more this method 
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might introduce considerable error in the results. In this analysis, it is usually preferable to cap them with 

either a NHCH3 group or a COCH3 group. While in the other compounds, there was a reconstruction of 

the residue loop connecting the two hydrophobic alpha-helices, this did not happen in 3ZLR. It should 

also be noted that the compound 3Z1A was excluded from the final analysis since it affected profoundly 

the correlation coefficient obtained. 

 

3.4 Trajectory Analysis 

 

The analysis of obtained trajectories is a very important step to assess the quality and reliability of MD 

simulations. In the present work, post processing analysis included a root mean square deviation 

(RMSD) analysis on both the backbone of the molecule and the ligand, an atomic fluctuation (RMSF) 

analysis on both the ligand and the backbone-chain and an hydrogen-bond analysis (data not shown). 

Finally, MM-GBSA and MM-PBSA calculations were performed. This last step will be explained in greater 

detail in the following section. The most important programs used in this part of the work were cpptraj, 

that allowed to perform RMSD and RMSF, as well as to select the chosen number of water molecules 

nearest to the mass center of the ligand for MM-PB/GB calculations, and VMD, a program used to 

display and analyze of MD trajectories; in this work, VMD was used to perform hydrogen-bond 

analysis.[35] 

 

3.5 MM-PBSA and MM-GBSA calculations 

 

MM-GBSA calculations were performed on the trajectories obtained using different Born solvation 

models: GB-HCT (igb=1), GB-OBC(II) (igb=5) e GB-Neck2 (igb=8) and analyzing different fractions of 

trajectory: the 4th ns of production run , the 8th ns and the 12th ns. In all these analyses, one every 10 

frames was considered, for a total of 100 frames. MM-PBSA calculations were performed as well, using 

the same setup conditions. 
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4. Results and discussion 

 

In the following discussion, the effect of the studied protocol variables will be described in terms of 

correlation between the logarithm of half inhibitory concentration (𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝐼𝐶50)) and the computed free 

energy of binding of several ligand of human Bcl-xL. Although all Nwat values between 0 and 100 (ΔNwat 

= 10) were evaluated for each case, only results obtained by using pure implicit solvent (𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡 = 0) and 

the Nwat providing the highest correlation in each set of conditions (Nwat,best) will be shown. The trend of 

the correlation coefficient (𝑅2) as a function of the number of explicit water molecules included will also 

be described with the objective of finding the protocol that provided the best balance between a high 

correlation coefficient and a low computational cost.  

 

4.1 GPU_ff99SB 

In chapter 4.1, the results obtained with ff99SB force-field, GPU hardware, for implicit solvent, for 

𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 and for the 4th, 8th and 12th nanosecond of simulation are presented. 

 

4.1.1 GPU_ff99SB_4ns 

This chapter comprises the results obtained with ff99SB force-field, GPU hardware, for implicit solvent, 

for 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, for the 4th nanosecond of simulation, MM-PBSA (Figure 7), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi and GB-HCT(igb=1) as the kind of GB model (Figure 8), MM-GBSA with atomic radii mbondi2 

and GB-OBC(II) (igb=5) as the kind of GB model (Figure 9) and for MM-GBSA with atomic radii mbondi2 

and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 10) and MM-GBSA with atomic radii mbondi3 

and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 11). 
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 Figure 7 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using MM-

PBSA, ff99SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond of simulation for A) implicit 

solvent (R2=0,0113) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=50) (R2=0,1379). 

 

  

Figure 8 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using MM-

GBSA with mbondi and igb=1, ff99SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond of 

simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,4461) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=10) (R2=0,4545). 

 

 

Figure 9 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using MM-

GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=5, ff99SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond of 

simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,4764). In this analysis there was no improvement with the inclusion 

of explicit water molecules. 
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Figure 10 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=8, ff99SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond 

of simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,5296) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=50) (R2=0,6870). 

 

  

Figure 11 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi3 and igb=8, ff99SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond 

of simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,5553) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=50) (R2=0,6990). 

 

 

4.1.2 GPU_ff99SB_8ns 

 

This chapter contains the results obtained with ff99SB force-field, GPU hardware, for implicit solvent, 

for 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, for the 8th nanosecond of simulation and for MM-PBSA (Figure 12), MM-GBSA with atomic 

radii mbondi and GB-HCT(igb=1) as the kind of GB model (Figure 13), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi2 and GB-OBC(II) (igb=5) as the kind of GB model (Figure 14), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi2 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 15) and MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi3 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 16). 
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Figure 12 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-PBSA, ff99SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond of simulation for A) 

implicit solvent (R2=0,0156) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=50) (R2=0,0860). 

 

 

 

Figure 13 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi and igb=1, ff99SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond 

of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,5822). In this analysis there was no improvement with the 

inclusion of explicit water molecules. 

 

 

Figure 14 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=5, ff99SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond 

of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,6202). In this analysis there was no improvement with the 

inclusion of explicit water molecules. 
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Figure 15 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=8, ff99SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond 

of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,6421). In this analysis there was no improvement with the 

inclusion of explicit water molecules. 

 

 

Figure 16 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi3 and igb=8, ff99SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond 

of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,6621). In this analysis there was no improvement with the 

inclusion of explicit water molecules. 

 

4.1.3 GPU_ff99SB_12ns 

 

This chapter comprises the results obtained with ff99SB force-field, GPU hardware, for implicit solvent, 

for 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, for the 12th nanosecond of simulation and for MM-PBSA (Figure 17), MM-GBSA with atomic 

radii mbondi and GB-HCT(igb=1) as the kind of GB model (Figure 18), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi2 and GB-OBC(II) (igb=5) as the kind of GB model (Figure 19), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi2 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 20) and MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi3 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 21). 
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Figure 17 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-PBSA, ff99SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the twelfth nanosecond of simulation for A) 

implicit solvent (R2=0,0050) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=10) (R2=0,0577). 

 

  

Figure 18 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi and igb=1, ff99SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the twelfth nanosecond 

of simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,6457) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=10) (R2=0,6806). 

 

 

 

Figure 19 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=5, ff99SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the twelfth 

nanosecond of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,6749). In this analysis there was no improvement 

with the inclusion of explicit water molecules. 
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Figure 20 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=8, ff99SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the twelfth 

nanosecond of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,6613). In this analysis there was no improvement 

with the inclusion of explicit water molecules. 

 

 

Figure 21 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi3 and igb=8, ff99SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the twelfth 

nanosecond of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,6728). In this analysis there was no improvement 

with the inclusion of explicit water molecules. 

 

4.1.4 GPU_ff99SB_repilogue 

 

Figure 22 and Figure 23 show the correlation coefficient as a a function of Nwat for GPU hardware, ff99SB 

force-field and for the 4th, 8th and 12th nanosecond of simulation, respectively. 
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Figure 22 Evolution of correlation coefficient as a function of Nwat for simulations run on GPU, using 

ff99SB as force-field to perform calculations and for: MM-PBSA ( ), MM-GBSA, igb=1 and mbondi (

), MM-GBSA, igb=5 and mbondi2 ( ), MM-GBSA, igb=8 and mbondi2 ( ), MM-GBSA, igb=8 

and mbondi3 ( ) for A) 4ns and B) 8ns. 

 

  

Figure 23 Evolution of correlation coefficient as a function of Nwat for a simulation run on GPU, using 

ff99SB as force-field to perform calculations and for: MM-PBSA ( ), MM-GBSA, igb=1 and mbondi (

),MM-GBSA, igb=5 and mbondi2 ( ),MM-GBSA, igb=8 and mbondi2 ( ), MM-GBSA, igb=8 

and mbondi3 ( ) for 12ns. 

 

For this set of parameters, Pearson’s squared correlation coefficients obtained by correlating 

experiments and MM-PBSA results were always worse than those obtained by correlating experiments 

and MM-GBSA results.  

The inclusion of water molecules in MM-GBSA calculations generally did not provide any improvement 

against pure implicit solvent. A modest improvement was actually obtained with the inclusion of explicit 

water molecules, for the analysis on the fourth nanosecond with igb=8 for either mbondi2 or 

mbondi3 (𝑅𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡=0
2 ≈ 0,55 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑅𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡

2 ≈ 0,7). All MM-PBSA analysis, on the other hand, showed an 

improvement with the inclusion of water molecules (𝑅𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡=0
2 ≈ 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑅𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡

2 ≈ 0,1). However, the 

Pearson’s squared correlation coefficient is far below of what would be considered acceptable. As a 

consequence, using the specified setup, MM-PBSA calculations were unable to provide good 

predictions of relative free binding energies. 

For 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡 = 0, MM-PBSA calculations did not show any dependency with MD simulations length, while 

MM-GBSA calculations showed a slight improvement.  
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4.2 GPU_ff14SB 

 

Chapter 4.2, presents the results obtained with ff14SB force-field, GPU hardware, for implicit solvent, 

for 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 and for the 4th, 8th and 12th nanosecond of simulation. 

 

4.2.1 GPU_ff14SB_4ns 

 

This chapter comprises the results obtained with ff14SB force-field, GPU hardware, for implicit solvent, 

for 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, for the 4th nanosecond of simulation and for MM-PBSA (Figure 24), MM-GBSA with atomic 

radii mbondi and GB-HCT(igb=1) as the kind of GB model (Figure 25), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi2 and GB-OBC(II) (igb=5) as the kind of GB model (Figure 26), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi2 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 27) and MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi3 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 28). 

 

  

Figure 24 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-PBSA, ff14SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond of simulation for A) 

implicit solvent (R2=0,0184) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=100) (R2=0,0958). 

 

 

  

Figure 25 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi and igb=1, ff14SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond 

of simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,5374) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=10) (R2=0,5397). 
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Figure 26 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=5, ff14SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond 

of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,5735).In this analysis there was no improvement with the inclusion 

of explicit water molecules. 

 

  

Figure 27 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=8, ff14SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond 

of simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,5765) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=50) (R2=0,6581). 

 

  

Figure 28 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi3 and igb=8, ff14SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond 

of simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,5817) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=40) (R2=0,6668). 
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4.2.2 GPU_ff14SB_8ns 

 

This chapter includes the results obtained with ff14SB force-field, GPU hardware, for implicit solvent, for 

𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, for the 8th nanosecond of simulation and for MM-PBSA (Figure 29), MM-GBSA with atomic 

radii mbondi and GB-HCT(igb=1) as the kind of GB model (Figure 30), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi2 and GB-OBC(II) (igb=5) as the kind of GB model (Figure 31), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi2 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 32) and MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi3 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 33). 

 

  

Figure 29 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-PBSA, ff14SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond of simulation for A) 

implicit solvent (R2=0,0014) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=50) (R2=0,1283). 

 

  

Figure 30 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi and igb=1, ff14SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond 

of simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,5460) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=10) (R2=0,5514). 
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Figure 31 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=5, ff14SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond 

of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,5897). In this analysis there was no improvement with the 

inclusion of explicit water molecules. 

 

  

Figure 32 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=8, ff14SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond 

of simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,5648) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=40) (R2=0,6837). 

 

  

Figure 33 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi3 and igb=8, ff14SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond 

of simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,5709) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=40) (R2=0,6921). 
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4.2.3 GPU_ff14SB_12ns 

 

This chapter contains the results obtained with ff14SB force-field, GPU hardware, for implicit solvent, 

for 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, for the 12th nanosecond of simulation and for MM-PBSA (Figure 34), MM-GBSA with atomic 

radii mbondi and GB-HCT(igb=1) as the kind of GB model (Figure 35), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi2 and GB-OBC(II) (igb=5) as the kind of GB model (Figure 36), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi2 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 37) and MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi3 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 38). 

 

  

Figure 34 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-PBSA, ff14SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the twelfth nanosecond of simulation for A) 

implicit solvent (R2=0,0043) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=50) (R2=0,1278). 

 

  

Figure 35 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi and igb=1, ff14SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the twelfth nanosecond 

of simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,5182) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=10) (R2=0,5254). 
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Figure 36 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=5, ff14SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the twelfth 

nanosecond of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,5816). In this analysis there was no improvement 

with the inclusion of explicit water molecules. 

 

  

Figure 37 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=8, ff14SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the twelfth 

nanosecond of simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,5770) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=40) (R2=0,6879). 

 

  

Figure 38 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi3 and igb=8, ff14SB force-field, GPU hardware, analyzing the twelfth 

nanosecond of simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,5937) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=40) (R2=0,7092). 
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4.2.4 GPU_ff14SB_repilogue 

 

Figure 39 and Figure 40 show the correlation coefficient as a a function of Nwat for GPU hardware, ff14SB 

force-field and for the 4th, 8th and 12th nanosecond of simulation, respectively. 

 

Figure 39 Evolution of correlation coefficient as a function of Nwat for simulations run on GPU, using 

ff14SB as force-field to perform calculations and for: MM -PBSA ( ),MM-GBSA, igb=1 and mbondi (

),MM-GBSA, igb=5 and mbondi2 ( ),MM-GBSA, igb=8 and mbondi2 ( ), MM-GBSA, igb=8 

and mbondi3 ( ) for A) 4ns and B) for 8ns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 40 Evolution of correlation coefficient as a function of Nwat for simulations run on GPU, using 

ff14SB as force-field to perform calculations and for: MM-PBSA ( ),MM-GBSA, igb=1 and mbondi (

),MM-GBSA, igb=5 and mbondi2 ( ),MM-GBSA, igb=8 and mbondi2 ( ),and MM-GBSA, 

igb=8 and mbondi3 ( ) for 12ns of simulation. 

 

Like in the previous setup, correlation coefficients obtained by MM-GBSA showed to be always better 

than those obtained by MM-PBSA. 

Both MM-PBSA nor MM-GBSA calculations showed considerable improvements with the presence of 

explicit water molecules. Best results were obtained with 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡 = 40 for all MM-GBSA calculations in 

which igb=8 was used. However, the differences of correlation coefficients obtained with different 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡 

are small which rise the question if there is any point to include more water molecules and thus 

increasing substantially computational time needed. MM-PBSA showed increasing correlation 

coefficients with increasing number of water molecules. Once again correlation coefficients were far 
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below the acceptable even with a large number of explicit water molecules. On the other hand, for this 

setup and particularly with igb=8, MM-GBSA calculations allowed to obtain quite reasonable correlation 

coefficients (around 0,7). 

Concerning the dependency of R2 to the simulation length, the observed differences are not statistically 

significant. Since the MD is the time limiting step, within the used setup it is pointless to continue 

molecular dynamics after 4ns. 

 

4.3 HPC_ff99SB 

 

Chapter 4.3, comprises the results obtained with ff99SB force-field, HPC hardware, for implicit solvent, 

for 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 and for the 4th, 8th and 12th nanosecond of simulation. 

 

4.3.1 HPC_ff99SB_4ns 

 

The results obtained with ff99SB force-field, HPC hardware, for implicit solvent, for 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, for the 4th 

nanosecond of simulation and for MM-PBSA (Figure 41), MM-GBSA with atomic radii mbondi and GB-

HCT(igb=1) as the kind of GB model (Figure 42), MM-GBSA with atomic radii mbondi2 and GB-OBC(II) 

(igb=5) as the kind of GB model (Figure 43), MM-GBSA with atomic radii mbondi2 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) 

as the kind of GB model (Figure 44) and MM-GBSA with atomic radii mbondi3 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) 

as the kind of GB model (Figure 45) are herein presented. 

 

  

Figure 41 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-PBSA, ff99SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond of simulation for A) 

implicit solvent (R2=0,0347) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=50) (R2=0,1224). 
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Figure 42 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi and igb=1, ff99SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond 

of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,5378). In this analysis there was no improvement with the 

inclusion of explicit water molecules. 

 

 

Figure 43 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=5, ff99SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond 

of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,5867). In this analysis there was no improvement with the 

inclusion of explicit water molecules. 

 

  

Figure 44 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=8, ff99SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond 

of simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,6017) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=40) (R2=0,6699). 
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Figure 45 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi3 and igb=8, ff99SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond 

of simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,6099) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=40) (R2=0,6823). 

 

4.3.2 HPC_ff99SB_8ns 

 

The figures in this chapter present the results obtained with ff99SB force-field, HPC hardware, for implicit 

solvent, for 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, for the 8th nanosecond of simulation and for MM-PBSA (Figure 46), MM-GBSA with 

atomic radii mbondi and GB-HCT(igb=1) as the kind of GB model (Figure 47), MM-GBSA with atomic 

radii mbondi2 and GB-OBC(II) (igb=5) as the kind of GB model (Figure 48), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi2 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 49) and MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi3 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 50). 

 

  

Figure 46 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-PBSA, ff99SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond of simulation for A) 

implicit solvent (R2=0,0157) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=10) (R2=0,1434). 
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Figure 47 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi and igb=1, ff99SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond 

of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,6837). In this analysis there was no improvement with the 

inclusion of explicit water molecules. 

 

 

Figure 48 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=5, ff99SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond 

of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,6888). In this analysis there was no improvement with the 

inclusion of explicit water molecules. 

 

  

Figure 49 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=8, ff99SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond 

of simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,6586) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=40) (R2=0,6835). 
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Figure 50 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi3 and igb=8, ff99SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond 

of simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,6681) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=40) (R2=0,6927). 

 

4.3.3 HPC_ff99SB_12ns 

 

This chapter compiles the results obtained with ff99SB force-field, HPC hardware, for implicit solvent, 

for 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, for the 12th nanosecond of simulation and for MM-PBSA (Figure 51), MM-GBSA with atomic 

radii mbondi and GB-HCT(igb=1) as the kind of GB model (Figure 52), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi2 and GB-OBC(II) (igb=5) as the kind of GB model (Figure 53), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi2 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 54) and MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi3 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 55). 

 

  

Figure 51 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-PBSA, ff99SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the twelfth nanosecond of simulation for A) 

implicit solvent (R2=0,1121) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=20) (R2=0,1355). 
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Figure 52 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi and igb=1, ff99SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the twelfth nanosecond 

of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,6436). In this analysis there was no improvement with the 

inclusion of explicit water molecules. 

 

 

Figure 53 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=5, ff99SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the twelfth 

nanosecond of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,6910). In this analysis there was no improvement 

with the inclusion of explicit water molecules. 

 

 

Figure 54 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=8, ff99SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the twelfth 

nanosecond of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,6681). In this analysis there was no improvement 

with the inclusion of explicit water molecules. 
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Figure 55 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi3 and igb=8, ff99SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the twelfth 

nanosecond of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,6650). In this analysis there was no improvement 

with the inclusion of explicit water molecules. 

 

4.3.4 HPC_ff99SB_repilogue 

Figure 56 and Figure 57 show the correlation coefficient as a a function of Nwat for HPC hardware, ff99SB 

force-field and for the 4th, 8th and 12th nanosecond of simulation, respectively. 

 

  

Figure 56 – Evolution of correlation coefficient as a function of Nwat for simulations run on HPC, using 

ff99SB as force-field to perform calculations and for: MM-PBSA ( ), MM-GBSA, igb=1 and mbondi (

), MM-GBSA, igb=5 and mbondi2 ( ), MM-GBSA, igb=8 and mbondi2 ( ), MM-GBSA, igb=8 

and mbondi3 ( ) for A) 4ns and B) for 8ns. 
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Figure 57 Evolution of correlation coefficient as a function of Nwat for simulations run on HPC, using 

ff99SB as force-field to perform calculations and for: MM-PBSA ( ),MM-GBSA, igb=1 and mbondi (

),MM-GBSA, igb=5 and mbondi2 ( ),MM-GBSA, igb=8 and mbondi2 ( ), MM-GBSA, igb=8 

and mbondi3 ( ) for 12ns. 

 

As shown for previously mentioned setups, results obtained by MM-PBSA were overwhelmed by those 

obtained by MM-GBSA. 

As observed in section 5.3, The inclusion of water molecules in MM-GBSA calculations generally did 

not provide any improvement against pure implicit solvent. MM-PBSA showed improvement with 

inclusion of water molecules, but correlation coefficients were low even with a large number of water 

molecules. As a consequence, although the best results of the data set were obtained by using the 

hybrid solvation model, the improvement is not statistically relevant and obtained at the expense of an 

increase in computational time. 

MM-GBSA showed to be severely affected by simulation length. By increasing simulation lenght, MM-

GBSA calculations became less sensitive to the presence of explicit water molecules. MM-PBSA did not 

show significant difference in behavior by increasing the simulation lenght. 

 

4.4 HPC_ff14SB 

In chapter 4.4, it will be shown the results obtained with ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, for implicit 

solvent, for 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 and for the 4th, 8th and 12th nanosecond of simulation are presented. 

 

4.4.1 HPC_ff14SB_4ns 

 

This chapter includes the results obtained with ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, for implicit solvent, for 

𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, for the 4th nanosecond of simulation and for MM-PBSA (Figure 58), MM-GBSA with atomic 

radii mbondi and GB-HCT(igb=1) as the kind of GB model (Figure 59), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi2 and GB-OBC(II) (igb=5) as the kind of GB model (Figure 60), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi2 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 61) and MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi3 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 62). 
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Figure 58 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-PBSA, ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond of simulation for A) 

implicit solvent (R2=0,0004) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=100) (R2=0,1315). 

 

  

Figure 59 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi and igb=1, ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond 

of simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,4828) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=20) (R2=0,5410). 

 

 

Figure 60 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=5, ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond 

of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,5324). In this analysis there was no improvement with the 

inclusion of explicit water molecules. 
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Figure 61 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=8, ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond 

of simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,5239) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=40) (R2=0,7160). 

 

  

Figure 62 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi3 and igb=8, ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the forth nanosecond 

of simulation for A) implicit solvent (R2=0,5715) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=40) (R2=0,7345). 

 

4.4.2 HPC_ff14SB_8ns 

 

This chapter contains the results obtained with ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, for implicit solvent, for 

𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, for the 8th nanosecond of simulation and for MM-PBSA (Figure 63), MM-GBSA with atomic 

radii mbondi and GB-HCT(igb=1) as the kind of GB model (Figure 64), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi2 and GB-OBC(II) (igb=5) as the kind of GB model (Figure 65), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi2 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 66) and MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi3 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 67). 
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Figure 63 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-PBSA, ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond of simulation for A) 

implicit solvent (R2=0,0065) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=50) (R2=0,0535). 

 

 

 

Figure 64 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi and igb=1, ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond 

of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,4448). In this analysis there was no improvement with the 

inclusion of explicit water molecules. 

 

 

Figure 65 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=5, ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond 

of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,5027). In this analysis there was no improvement with the 

inclusion of explicit water molecules. 
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Figure 66 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=8, ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond 

of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,4678) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=60) (R2=0,6368). 

 

  

Figure 67 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi3 and igb=8, ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the eighth nanosecond 

of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,4960) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=60) (R2=0,6441). 

 

4.4.3 HPC_ff14SB_12ns 

 

This chapter describes the results obtained with ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, for implicit solvent, 

for 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, for the 12th nanosecond of simulation and for MM-PBSA (Figure 68), MM-GBSA with atomic 

radii mbondi and GB-HCT(igb=1) as the kind of GB model (Figure 69), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi2 and GB-OBC(II) (igb=5) as the kind of GB model (Figure 70), MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi2 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 71) and MM-GBSA with atomic radii 

mbondi3 and GB-Neck2 (igb=8) as the kind of GB model (Figure 72). 
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Figure 68 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-PBSA, ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the twelfth nanosecond of simulation for implicit 

solvent (R2=0,0024) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=100) (R2=0,5910). 

 

 

  

Figure 69 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi and igb=1, ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the twelfth nanosecond 

of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,4150) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=30) (R2=0,5356). 

 

  

Figure 70 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=5, ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the twelfth 

nanosecond of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,4922) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=100) (R2=0,6442). 
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Figure 71 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi2 and igb=8, ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the twelfth 

nanosecond of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,4345) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=50) (R2=0,7962). 

 

  

Figure 72 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi3 and igb=8, ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing the twelfth 

nanosecond of simulation for implicit solvent (R2=0,4723) and B) for Nwat,best (Nwat=50) (R2=0,8020). 

 

4.4.4 HPC_ff14SB_repilogue 

 

Figure 73 and Figure 74 show the correlation coefficient as a a function of Nwat for HPC hardware, ff14SB 

force-field and for the 4th, 8th and 12th nanosecond of simulation. 

 

  

Figure 73 Evolution of correlation coefficient as a function of Nwat for simulations run on HPC, using 

ff14SB as force-fieldto perform calculations and for: MM-PBSA ( ), MM-GBSA, igb=1 and mbondi (
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), MM-GBSA, igb=5 and mbondi2 ( ), MM-GBSA, igb=8 and mbondi2 ( ), MM-GBSA, igb=8 

and mbondi3 ( ) for A) 4ns and B) for 8ns. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 74 Evolution of correlation coefficient as a function of Nwat for simulations run on HPC, using 

ff14SB as force-fieldto perform calculations and for: MM-PBSA ( ), MM-GBSA, igb=1 and mbondi (

), MM-GBSA, igb=5 and mbondi2 ( ), MM-GBSA, igb=8 and mbondi2 ( ), MM-GBSA, igb=8 

and mbondi3 ( ) for 12ns. 

 

This setup provided extremely interesting results. First, it was possible to observe a significant 

improvement in MM-PBSA using the twelfth nanosecond to make predictions reaching values even 

higher than those obtained by MM-GBSA calculations with igb=1 and mbondi.  

All results were improved with presence of water molecules with the exception of MM-GBSA calculations 

with igb=1/mbondi or igb=5/mbondi2. In some cases, this improvement was extraordinary: for instance, 

MM-PBSA calculations improved from a correlation coefficient of around zero to around 0,6 for the 

twelfth nanosecond. MM-GBSA calculations with mbondi3 also showed a considerable improvement 

with the case of the twelfth nanosecond, also reaching an improvement of around 0,3. 

This setup was also the one that provided the highest dependency of correlation from simulation length, 

for both MM-GBSA and MM-PBSA. All showed to become more sensitive to 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡 when increasing the 

simulation length. 

This way, this setup provided the best results, reaching a correlation coefficient of around 0,8 for 

igb=8/mbondi3 on the twelfth nanosecond of simulation. However, it should also be noted that the 

improvement in R2 obtained by increasing the simulation length falls within the statistical error, so 

simulations longer that 4 ns seems to be not necessary, but would require a considerably larger amount 

of computational resources. 

To prove this assumption, it was also tried to extend the simulation length from 8 ns to 12 ns, just for 

Nwat=40 and Nwat=50 (Figure 75). 
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Figure 75 Correlation between the experimental log(IC50) and predicted free energy of binding using 

MM-GBSA with mbondi3 and igb=8, ff14SB force-field, HPC hardware, analyzing from the eighth to the 

twelfth nanosecond of simulation for A) Nwat=40 (R2=0,6669) and B) for Nwat=50 (R2=0,6977). 

 

As it can be seen, there were not improvements in the value of correlation coefficient. 

 

4.5 Concluding remarks 

 

4.5.1 Number of water molecules 

 

The choice of a proper number of explicit water molecules is important because a too high number of 

water molecules affects not only the velocity of the simulation but also his quality, the latter due to the 

increase in noise. On the other hand, a too small number of water molecules may lead to badly or 

insufficiently treated interactions between the complex and the solvent.[32] 

However, in contrast to what was expected, only approximately 60% (37 experiments improved with 

presence of explicit water molecules out of 61 total experiments) of all MM-GBSA and MM-PBSA 

calculations were enhanced by the presence of explicit water molecules. One possible explanation is 

that MD is not a deterministic process, therefore multiple run should be performed for each experiment 

in order to assess the true effect of Nwat. There are also some combinations of atomic radius and born 

solvation model that are seldom improved or are improved very slightly by the presence of water 

molecules like, for instance when igb=1/mbondi or igb=5/mbondi2 are used. There are two important 

exceptions to this statement: ff14SB calculations made on HPC hardware, on the forth nanosecond with 

igb=1/mbondi (R2
implicit solvation=0,48; R2

max=0,54) (Figure 59) or ff14SB calculations made on HPC 

hardware, on the twelfth nanosecond with both igb=1/mbondi (R2
implicit solvation=0,42; R2

max=0,54) (Figure 

69) or igb=5/mbondi2 (R2
implicit solvation=0,49; R2

max=0,64) (Figure 70).  

By contrast, when igb=8 is used in conjunction with mbondi2 or mbondi3, an improvement is often 

observed with the inclusion of explicit water molecules (Figure 22A, Figure 39, Figure 40, Figure 56, 

Figure 73 and Figure 74). It should be noted the analysis when simulations are run on HPC, with force-

field ff14SB using the Born solvation model GB-Neck2 (igb=8), atomic radius mbondi3 for the 12th 

nanosecond of simulation, improvements due to the inclusion of explicit water is quite remarkable (R2 

improves by more than 30% with the presence of explicit water molecules) (Figure 74). Some exceptions 
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are observed, for instance, for simulations run on GPU, with ff99SB, igb=8 and mbondi2 or mbondi3 

and performing the analysis on the eighth nanosecond (Figure 22B and Figure 23).  

Furthermore, if the same setup is used along with the same Born solvation model and same atomic 

radius, 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 shows to be almost unaffected by the simulation length. 

It is also important to note that, in each case, ΔNwat was set to 10. Better results, in terms of correlation 

to experiments, might be obtained by finely tuning Nwat, even if  the amount of variation in correlation 

coefficient observed in the case reported here suggests that going beyond a ΔNwat = 10 would probably 

not severely affect the quality of results.  

It was also possible to observe an optimal number of water molecules Nwat=40, for ff14SB simulations 

run on HPC with igb=8 (mbondi3 or mbondi2) and MM-GBSA calculations made on the forth nanosecond 

(Figure 61 and Figure 62), or Nwat=50, when the same conditions previously referred are used, but with 

the analyses performed on the twelfth nanosecond (Figure 71 and Figure 72). In Figure 76, it is possible 

to observe how many times 𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑡,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡=0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100. 

 

 

Figure 76 – Number of analysis in function of Nwat, optimal, the number of explicit water molecules that 

allowed to obtain the best correlation coefficient for each set of conditions 

 

. These results permit to conclude that inclusion of explicit water molecules improves the prediction of 

free energy of binding of Bcl-Xl ligands here analyzed, since the top four best results (obtained with 

HPC hardware, ff14SB force-field for the 12th nanosecond and with HPC hardware, ff14SB force-field 

for the 4th nanosecond) were obtained by including explicit water molecules. This is also consistent with 

other works made previously[32] consequently supporting the theory that, since water molecules play an 

important role in protein-ligand interactions, they should be explicitly considered in computational 

simulations. 
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4.5.2 Influence of duration of simulation 

 

Molecular dynamics is the most computationally expensive step in predicting binding free energies, so 

a careful examination of the impact of MD duration might help to reduce this cost with a limited impact 

on the quality of predictions. 

Except for one case, that will be discussed shortly, the results showed that the increase in simulation 

length minorly affected the quality of MM-PBSA results. Given the sensitivity of the method, this may be 

related to the great RMSD fluctuations observed at any MD simulation length. When igb=8 was used 

(whatever set of radii was used), we also did not observe relevant variations due to MD length. It should 

be noted that, for simulations run on HPC hardware, the combination between the ff14SB force-field 

provided maximum correlation coefficients in both MM-PBSA and MM-GBSA (this latter conducted using 

igb=8 and mbondi2 or 3 set of radii), especially when carried on the twelfth nanosecond (Figure 74). 

However, due to the non-deterministic nature of MDs, additional simulations should be run and additional 

MM-GBSA and MM-PBSA calculations should be made to confirm the results discussed above. 

Finally, it should be stressed, however, that the results of analysis conducted on the 12th nanosecond 

(Figure 74) are only marginally better that those conducted on the 4th nanosecond of MD trajectory 

(Figure 73A) (HPC, ff14SB, igb=8/mbondi3, 12th ns: R2=0.80; HPC, ff14SB, igb=8/mbondi3, 4th ns: R2
 

=0,73). In my opinion, although more trials should be carried out before reaching a conclusion, most 

likely there is no need to push simulation beyond the 4th nanosecond. 

 

4.5.3 Influence of calculation method chosen (MM-PBSA or MM-GBSA) 

 

In this work, a great difference in results was observed by using MM-PBSA or MM-GBSA as the 

calculation method. It was observed that MM-PBSA had always worse results than MM-GBSA, except 

for the case discussed previously (Figure 74) (usually, R2
MM-PBSA, max<0.15 and R2

MM-GBSA, max > 0.4). There 

are many reasons that might be behind this. Given that PB is less approximated than GB, MM-PBSA 

calculations might be much more sensitive to system instabilities than MM-GBSA. This might be verified 

by extending simulation time further, but other approximations might play an important role. Furthermore, 

these prediction are in accordance with previous works which indicated that, often, MM-PBSA 

calculations provided worse predictions, in terms of ranking binding free energies, than MM-GBSA; 

however, those studies also indicated that MM-PBSA might be better in terms of predicting absolute 

binding energies.[36] Moreover, it should be noted that MM-GBSA calculations were tested with different 

kinds of GB models and different atomic radii, but no technique was used to optimize MM-PBSA 

calculations and so, the simulations made are likely insufficient to conclude that MM-GBSA is better than 

MM-PBSA to calculate relative free binding energies. Considering that in medicinal chemistry a correct 

ranking of candidate compounds is probably more desired that computing absolute binding free 

energies, MM-GBSA can be better suited than MM-PBSA, also considering the higher cost of this latter 

method in terms of computational time in most applications. Yet, more examples should be evaluated to 

support the assumption above. 
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4.5.4 Influence of the force-field chosen 

 

Concerning the force field effect, ff14SB provided better, or at least comparable, results than those 

provided by ff99SB, when igb=8 was used. With igb=5/mbondi2 or igb=1/mbondi combinations, ff99SB 

provided better or comparable results to ff14SB, except in calculations performed on GPU hardware, 

when the 4th ns of MD trajectory was analyzed (Figure 22A, Figure 39A). However, since the best results, 

in terms of correlation between prediction and experiments (Figure 74 and Figure 73A from the best to 

the second best), were obtained with igb=8, so it can be concluded that ff14SB may be a better choice 

than ff99SB for these kind of calculations. 

 

4.5.5 Influence of the set of atomic radii and kind of generalized Born model 

 

The combination between GB-Neck2 (igb=8) and mbondi3 provided the highest correlation coefficient 

between predictions and experiments in most of the evaluated cases, with a few exceptions:  

correlations obtained by GPU hardware, ff99SB force-field for the twelfth nanosecond of simulation 

(Figure 23), correlations obtained by HPC hardware, ff99SB for the eighth nanosecond of simulation 

(Figure 56B) and correlations obtained by HPC hardware, ff99SB for the twelfth nanosecond of 

simulation (Figure 57). However, these exceptions are not statistically relevant. The combinations 

igb=1/mbondi and igb=5/mbondi2 gave origin to similar results, but worse than those obtained with 

igb=8/mbondi3. 

 

4.5.6 Influence of calculation performed on GPU or HPC 

 

HPC has shown to provide the best trajectories in almost all the trials done during this work. However, 

it should be noted that most protocols only showed a slight improvement over GPU simulations, except 

the case of simulations run with ff14SB force-field and where the 12th ns was analyzed by MM-PBSA 

(Figure 74, Figure 40); only in this case, a remarkable improvement was observed by switching from 

GPU (R2 = 0.15) to HPC (R2 = 0.6). However, in order to obtain a statistically meaningful comparison 

between HPC and GPU hardware, the very same simulation should be repeated at least 3 times on both 

hardware. It should be noted, however, that the differences between the algorithms used in both 

hardwares are not very significant, so using both hardwares allowed to compare results since generation 

of trajectories is not deterministic. 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

With this work, it was possible to conclude that, within the tested protocols, the best protocol to rank free 

binding energies of Bcl-xL with the following ligands 2YXJ, 3Z1B, 3ZC4, 3ZC5, 3ZK6, 3ZLN, 3ZLO and 

3ZLR was obtained by running simulations on HPC, using the ff14SB force-field, using the Born 

solvation model GB-Neck2 coupled with the set of atomic radii “mbondi3” and performing MM-GBSA 

calculations on the forth nanosecond. 
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There are still many variables that could be evaluated and many questions that still need an 

unambiguous answer, but this might be the first step to find a good protocol to predict relative binding 

free energies on Bcl-xL ligands. By disposing of good predictions, it will be possible to design better 

ligands for this receptor, that will be tested in laboratory and possibly allow better results in treatment of 

cancer. Nevertheless, some of the observations and conclusions reached during this work, may be likely 

applicable to other systems involving PPIs. 

 

6. Challenges and Future prospects 

 

As already stated, advances in molecular biology, the interest of many laboratories to do research on 

PPIs as well as many genome-scale analysis of PPIs in several organisms led to an enormous amount 

of data that can be used to clarify many biochemical pathways, protein functions and diseases 

associated to deregulation of these pathways.[1] 

Furthermore, computational power increases exponentially every year. Computational techniques are 

expected to be employed extensively in many areas of science and technology.[37] 

Despite the advances discussed before, some challenges still remain. Drug design still demands a good 

understanding of the intermolecular forces involved, protein structure and protein function. Moreover, 

after a scaffold is developed or discovered, many combinations of functional groups need to be 

evaluated to obtain a lead compound. To make this optimization possible through a computational 

approach, both the conformational space of the ligand and the 3D structure of the protein receptor must 

be known.[1] 

Several other problems have to be faced when designing drug-like inhibitors, such as selectivity toward 

a specific target, oral bioavailability, metabolic stability, immunogenicity and costs associated production 

and storage.[2] Although it cannot be the ultimate solution, molecular modeling can aid in facing most of 

these problems and the work discussed in this thesis aimed to evaluate a method that might be useful 

in drug development and optimization. 

Even if the investigation only regarded a few Bcl-Xl ligands, the discussed protocol might be extended 

to different cases, yet more tests should be made. However, it should be noted that, due to the non-

deterministic nature of MD simulations, MM-PBSA and MM-GBSA calculations should be conducted on 

replicated trajectories to achieve statistical significance. Other variables, such as a simulation time 

longer than 12 ns, a different explicit solvent model (such as TIP4Pew) or a different setup in the MD 

protocol might also be evaluated.  
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